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  Motivation

In the operation room, the doctor comforted the athlete.

In the operation room, the doctor is 

comforting the athlete.

In the operation room, the doctor 

comforted the athlete.

The doctor comforted the athlete, but not 

in the operation room.

In the operation room, no doctor 

comforted the athlete.

Controllable generations through semantic perturbations are useful.

Mitigating dataset biases (Gardner et al., 2021)

Changing sentence styles (Reid and Zhong, 2021)

Explaining model behaviors (Ross et al., 2020)

Improving model generalization (Wu et al., 2021)

Gardner, Matt, et al. “Competency problems: On finding and removing artifacts in language data.”arXiv preprint, 2021.
Machel Reid and Victor Zhong. “Lewis: Levenshtein editing for unsupervised text style transfer.” arXiv preprint, 2021.

Ross, Alexis et al. “Explaining NLP Models via Minimal Contrastive Editing (MiCE).” Findings of ACL, 2021.
Wu, Tongshuang et al. “Polyjuice: Generating Counterfactuals for Explaining, Evaluating, and Improving Models.” ACL, 2021.6
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  Motivation

In the operation room, the doctor comforted the athlete.

Strategies could be under-specified.

Unclear how to collect data for some 

perturbations (e.g. compositional ones)

In the operation room, the doctor is 

comforting the athlete.

In the operation room, the doctor 

comforted the athlete.

The doctor comforted the athlete, but not 

in the operation room.

In the midst of the earthquake, the doctor 

is comforting the athlete panicking.

In the operation room, no doctor 

comforted the athlete.

Controllable generations through semantic perturbations are useful.
But they are hard to get.

Change tense

Remove prep.

?

Negation

Most generators (MiCE, Polyjuice, etc.) 
rely on pre-specified control signals.

Task-specific data & training is expensive.
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  Motivation

In this paper...

Tailor achieves this with two parts:

Controlled generator: follow task-agnostic semantic control codes.

+ Operations: modify control codes & create task-specific perturbation strategies.

Tailor🪡: a generalizable system for fine-grained, compositional perturbations.
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Tailor supports various downstream tasks...

Contrast set construction, lexically diverse and less biased

Improve model robustness, through counterfactual data augmentation

Compositional style transfer

Motivation: Tailor supports...

In this paper...

Tailor🪡: a generalizable system for fine-grained, compositional perturbations.
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  Tailor Generator: Desiderata

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete
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In the operation room , .the doctor comforted the athlete

Tailor Generator: Desiderata

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics.

did what to whomwhowhere
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  Tailor Generator: Desiderata

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics.

In the operation room , .the doctor comforted the athleteIn the midst of the earth quake

did what to whomwhowherewhen

Which part of the sentence to change, and how.
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  Tailor Generator: Desiderata

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics.

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

PropBank semantic formalism, to naturally parse & annotate the sentence with thematic roles.

TEMPORAL
In the midst of the earth quake

did what to whomwhowherewhen

20Palmer, Martha, Daniel Gildea, and Paul Kingsbury. "The proposition bank: An annotated corpus of semantic roles." Computational linguistics 31.1 (2005): 71-106.



  Tailor Generator: Desiderata
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  Tailor Generator: Desiderata

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics at different 
granularities (roles + content keywords).

Sparse

Concrete

“Swap to a random temporal constraint”

“Swap to a fixed ‘in the midst of the earth quake’”

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

TEMPORAL
In the midst of the earth quake
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, .
AGENT

the doctor
VERB

comforted
PATIENT

the athlete
TEMPORAL

In the midst of the earth quake

Tailor Generator: Desiderata

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics at different 
granularities (roles + content keywords), and on span ordering.
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  Tailor Generator: Desiderata

v.s. Moved preposition

.the doctor comforted the athlete in the midst of the earth quake

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics at different 
granularities (roles + content keywords), and on span ordering.

, .
AGENT

the doctor
VERB

comforted
PATIENT

the athlete
TEMPORAL

In the midst of the earth quake
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  Tailor Generator: Desiderata

, .by the doctorwas comforted the athleteIn the midst of the earth quake

v.s. Passive voice

v.s. Moved preposition

.the doctor comforted the athlete in the midst of the earth quake

We want a generator that can take controls on span semantics at different 
granularities (roles + content keywords), and on span ordering.

, .
AGENT

the doctor
VERB

comforted
PATIENT

the athlete
TEMPORAL

In the midst of the earth quake
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  Tailor Generator: Input & output format
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AGENT
the doctor
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PATIENT
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Span semantics Multiple granularity Span ordering
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  Tailor Generator: Input & output format

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

Span semantics

VERB
+ VERB voice (active,passive)

+ VERB tense (past,present,future)

+ VERB LEMMA

Multiple granularity Span ordering

Control codes on each span.
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  Tailor Generator: Input & output format

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort
LOCATIVE+partial:in

Span semantics

VERB
+ VERB voice (active,passive)

+ VERB tense (past,present,future)

+ VERB LEMMA

Role (AGENT,CAUSE,MANNER,etc.)

+ Keyword specificity 
    (complete,partial,sparse)

+ Keyword content

Multiple granularity Span ordering
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  Tailor Generator: Input & output format

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in

Input [     VERB+active+past: comfort |      PATIENT+complete: the athlete  |      LOCATIVE+partial: in  ] 

Span semantics Multiple granularity

Header, with semantic roles

Span ordering
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  Tailor Generator: Input & output format

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in

Input [     VERB+active+past: comfort |      PATIENT+complete: the athlete  |      LOCATIVE+partial: in  ] 
<id_0>, the doctor <id_1> <id_2> <id_3>.

Span semantics Multiple granularity Span ordering

+ Context with blanks, for span positioning

Header, with semantic roles
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  Tailor Generator: Input & output format

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in

[LOCATIVE: In the operation room], the doctor [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the athlete].Output

Input [     VERB+active+past: comfort |      PATIENT+complete: the athlete  |      LOCATIVE+partial: in  ] 
<id_0>, the doctor <id_1> <id_2> <id_3>.

Span semantics Multiple granularity Span ordering
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  Tailor Generator: unlikelihood training

A core challenge: There are more “control signals” beyond the codes.

[VERB+active+past:comfort | AGENT+partial:athlete | PATIENT+complete:the doctor] 

In the operating room,<id_0>,<id_1> <id_2>
Input
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  Tailor Generator: unlikelihood training

We want the generator to follow the control codes.

A core challenge: There are more “control signals” beyond the codes.

In the operation room, [AGENT: the athlete] [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the doctor].

[VERB+active+past:comfort | AGENT+partial:athlete | PATIENT+complete:the doctor] 

In the operating room,<id_0>,<id_1> <id_2>

Output✓

Input
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  Tailor Generator: unlikelihood training

We want the generator to follow the control codes.

But surrounding contexts can be distractive. 

A core challenge: There are more “control signals” beyond the codes.

In the operation room, [AGENT: the doctor] [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the athlete].

In the operation room, [AGENT: the athlete] [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the doctor].

[VERB+active+past:comfort | AGENT+partial:athlete | PATIENT+complete:the doctor] 

In the operating room,<id_0>,<id_1> <id_2>

Output✓

Output ✘

Input
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  Tailor Generator: unlikelihood training

In the operation room, [AGENT: the doctor] [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the athlete].Negative
Output

Input [VERB+active+past:comfort | AGENT+partial:athlete | PATIENT+complete:the doctor] 

In the operating room,<id_0>,<id_1> <id_2>

Unlikelihood training ➡ teach the generator to not generate this.

X

40Welleck, Sean, et al. "Neural text generation with unlikelihood training." ICLR, 2020.



  Tailor Generator: finetuning language models

Finetune T5 (pretrined language model), with data with semantic roles, 

Inputs/outputs automatically created using OntoNotes 5.0

➡ ~220k positive and ~540k negative examples

41

Intuition: 

Pre-trained models already have some knowledge on semantics; 

Fine-tuning helps them pick up the connections between control codes and knowledge.



  Tailor Generator: intrinsic evaluation

Finetune T5 (pretrined language model), with data with semantic roles, 

Inputs/outputs automatically created using OntoNotes 5.0

➡ ~220k positive and ~540k negative examples

42

Tailor generates fluent perturbations that reasonably follow the controls, and are still close 

to the original sentence (i.e. only making needed changes). 

Unlikelihood training encourages  controls and minimal perturbations.
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  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

Fine-grained perturbations through edits to input controls.
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  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

Fine-grained perturbations through edits to input controls.

In the midst of the earth quake In the operation room ,

.

the doctor comforted the athlete
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  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

Fine-grained perturbations through edits to input controls.

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in

In the midst of the earth quake In the operation room , the doctor comforted the athlete

48

Input [      |       |      LOCATIVE+partial: in ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> the doctor <id_3> <id_4> <id_5> .



  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

Fine-grained perturbations through edits to input controls.

Input [      |       |      LOCATIVE TEMPORAL+partial: in ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> the doctor <id_3> <id_4> <id_5> .

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in
TEMPORAL

In the midst of the earth quake In the operation room , the doctor comforted the athlete
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  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

Fine-grained perturbations through edits to input controls.

[TEMPOAL: In the midst of the earthquake], the doctor [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the athlete].Output

Input [      |       |      LOCATIVE TEMPORAL+partial: in ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> the doctor <id_3> <id_4> <id_5> .

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in
TEMPORAL

In the midst of the earth quake In the operation room , the doctor comforted the athlete
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  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

Fine-grained perturbations through edits to input controls.

Operation:
LOCATIVE:
CHANGE_TAG(TEMPORAL))

[TEMPOAL: In the midst of the earthquake], the doctor [VERB: comforted] [PATIENT: the athlete].Output

Input [      |       |      LOCATIVE TEMPORAL+partial: in ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> the doctor <id_3> <id_4> <id_5> .

LOCATIVE
In the operation room , .

AGENT
the doctor

VERB
comforted

PATIENT
the athlete

VERB+active+past:comfort

PATIENT+complete:the athlete

LOCATIVE+partial:in
TEMPORAL

In the midst of the earth quake In the operation room , the doctor comforted the athlete
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  Making Perturbations with Tailor

.

A list of easily extendable primitive operations for syntactic rewriting, sentence 
expansion & simplification, & data recombination.

These primitive operations can be composed to achieve complex strategies 
(demonstration later)

52
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  Applications of Tailor

Without any additional data or fine-tuning, we can compose perturbation 

operations to create perturbation strategies tailored to specific applications.

We will see:

Contrast set construction, lexically diverse and less biased

Improve model robustness through counterfactual data augmentation

Compositionality in style transfer

58



  Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020.
59

Contrast sets: Closely related data used for better evaluation
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Contrast sets: Closely related data used for better evaluation

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

Example: Change preposition attachment in UD dependency parsing (noun -> verb)
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Contrast sets: Closely related data used for better evaluation

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turnPerturbed

Example: Change preposition attachment in UD dependency parsing (noun -> verb)

→ Require costly human annotations.



  Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020.
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Contrast sets: Closely related data used for better evaluation

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

Example: Change preposition attachment in UD dependency parsing (noun -> verb)

→ Require costly human annotations.

Recreate perturbation strategies in the contrast set paper, to save human 
annotation effort.



  Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

.
AGENT

It
VERB
has

PATIENT
a diverse range of food at all prices and styles

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

Detect semantic roles.

A series of operations
PATIENT:CHANGE_CONTENT
(a diverse range of food);

LOCATIVE:
CHANGE_CONTENT(at),
CHANGE_SPEC(partial)
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[      |      |      |      ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> <id_3> <id_4>.

Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

.
AGENT

It
VERB
has

PATIENT
a diverse range of food at all prices and styles

PATIENT+complete:a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

Input

Detect semantic roles.

A series of operations
PATIENT:CHANGE_CONTENT
(a diverse range of food);

LOCATIVE:
CHANGE_CONTENT(at),
CHANGE_SPEC(partial)
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[      |      |      |      ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> <id_3> <id_4>.

Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

.
AGENT

It
VERB
has

PATIENT
a diverse range of food at all prices and styles

PATIENT+complete:a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

Input

Detect semantic roles.

A series of operations
PATIENT:CHANGE_CONTENT
(a diverse range of food);

LOCATIVE:
CHANGE_CONTENT(at),
CHANGE_SPEC(partial)
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LOCATIVE+partial:at

[      |      |      |      ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> <id_3> <id_4>.

Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

.
AGENT

It
VERB
has

PATIENT
a diverse range of food at all prices and styles

PATIENT+complete:a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

Input

Detect semantic roles.

A series of operations
PATIENT:CHANGE_CONTENT
(a diverse range of food);

LOCATIVE:
CHANGE_CONTENT(at),
CHANGE_SPEC(partial)
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LOCATIVE+partial:at

[      |      |      |      ] <id_0> <id_1> <id_2> <id_3> <id_4>.

Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

.
AGENT

It
VERB
has

PATIENT
a diverse range of food at all prices and styles

PATIENT+complete:a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.

It has a diverse range of food at all prices and styles.Original

It has a diverse range of food at every turn.Perturbed

[AGENT: It] [VERB: has] [PATIENT: a diverse range of food] [LOCATIVE: at every turn].Output

Input

Detect semantic roles.

A series of operations
PATIENT:CHANGE_CONTENT
(a diverse range of food);

LOCATIVE:
CHANGE_CONTENT(at),
CHANGE_SPEC(partial)
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The recreated sets have high rates of validity (need little or no manual fix).

Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020.
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  Application 1: Creating Contrast Sets

The recreated sets have high rates of validity (need little or no manual fix).

The recreated sets have high lexical diversity & reduced data bias, similar to human creations.
(See paper for more details.)

69
Gardner, Matt, et al. "Evaluating models’ local decision boundaries via contrast sets." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020.



  Application 2: NLI Data Augmentation

McCoy, R. Thomas, Ellie Pavlick, and Tal Linzen. "Right for the wrong reasons: Diagnosing syntactic heuristics in natural language inference." arXiv preprint arXiv:1902.01007 (2019).
Min, Junghyun, et al. "Syntactic data augmentation increases robustness to inference heuristics." arXiv preprint arXiv:2004.11999 (2020).

Combined with (noisy) automated labeling, Tailor supports counterfactual data 
augmentation for robustness.
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  Application 2: NLI Data Augmentation

McCoy, R. Thomas, Ellie Pavlick, and Tal Linzen. "Right for the wrong reasons: Diagnosing syntactic heuristics in natural language inference." arXiv preprint arXiv:1902.01007 (2019).
Min, Junghyun, et al. "Syntactic data augmentation increases robustness to inference heuristics." arXiv preprint arXiv:2004.11999 (2020).

Combined with (noisy) automated labeling, Tailor supports counterfactual data 
augmentation for robustness.

The judge behind the manager saw the doctors.Original

The doctors saw the manager.Perturbed

Lexical overlap, non-entailment

Experiment: recreate HANS (McCoy et al., 2019) perturbation strategies, auto-label 
following Min et al. (2020)

71
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Hypothesis

?



  Application 2: NLI Data Augmentation

McCoy, R. Thomas, Ellie Pavlick, and Tal Linzen. "Right for the wrong reasons: Diagnosing syntactic heuristics in natural language inference." arXiv preprint arXiv:1902.01007 (2019).
Min, Junghyun, et al. "Syntactic data augmentation increases robustness to inference heuristics." arXiv preprint arXiv:2004.11999 (2020).

Combined with (noisy) automated labeling, Tailor supports counterfactual data 
augmentation for robustness.

The judge behind the manager saw the doctors.Original

The doctors saw the manager.Perturbed

Lexical overlap, non-entailment

Experiment: recreate HANS (McCoy et al., 2019) perturbation strategies, auto-label 
following Min et al. (2020)
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Premise

Hypothesis

?

Apply strategies to original SNLI train and evaluate on HANS



  Application 2: NLI Data Augmentation

McCoy, R. Thomas, Ellie Pavlick, and Tal Linzen. "Right for the wrong reasons: Diagnosing syntactic heuristics in natural language inference." arXiv preprint arXiv:1902.01007 (2019).
Min, Junghyun, et al. "Syntactic data augmentation increases robustness to inference heuristics." arXiv preprint arXiv:2004.11999 (2020).

TL;DR: ~5% augmentation (500k 
original + 30k perturbed) improves 
model robustness.

Combined with (noisy) automated labeling, Tailor supports counterfactual data 
augmentation for robustness.
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  Application 3: Fine-Grained Style Transfer

Lyu, Yiwei, et al. "StylePTB: A Compositional Benchmark for Fine-grained 
Controllable Text Style Transfer." arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.05196 (2021).

Tailor supports compositional style transfer, without any fine-tuning.
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  Application 3: Fine-Grained Style Transfer

Lyu, Yiwei, et al. "StylePTB: A Compositional Benchmark for Fine-grained 
Controllable Text Style Transfer." arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.05196 (2021).

Tailor supports compositional style transfer, without any fine-tuning.

In Indianapolis Lilly declined comment.Original

Lilly will decline comment in Indianapolis.Perturbed

PP front-to-back + to future tense

Experiment: Evaluate Tailor on StylePTB, both single & compositional transfers.
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  Application 3: Fine-Grained Style Transfer

Lyu, Yiwei, et al. "StylePTB: A Compositional Benchmark for Fine-grained 
Controllable Text Style Transfer." arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.05196 (2021).

Tailor supports compositional style transfer, without any fine-tuning.

In Indianapolis Lilly declined comment.Original

Lilly will decline comment in Indianapolis.Perturbed

PP front-to-back + to future tense

Experiment: Evaluate Tailor on StylePTB, both single & compositional transfers.
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Tailor is comparable to (or outperforms) models fine-tuned on StylePTB styles.



  Tailor: The Big Picture

Tailor: task-agnostic generation system,

takes fine-grained and compositional semantic controls,
Control signals derived from semantic roles

powered by unlikelihood training.
Prioritize explicit control signals

Tailor is broadly applicable.

Good for evaluation, training, style transfer, and more 
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